To Lead and Grow in Academia (Att leda och utvecklas i akademin)
September 2018 - February 2019

The course is aimed at researchers / leaders and aims to strengthen you in your current or future role as a leader. The goal is sustainable leadership to create good research and education environments. The course includes the leadership role in complex environments, group development, finance and research funding, understanding and managing conflicts as well as managing projects. Lectures will be in Swedish.

Material and peer tutorial can be offered in English. For more information and registration: https://mp.uu.se/web/info/anstallning/kompetensutveckling/ interna/ledare/grupper

For more information:
Anna Westin, anna.westin@uadm.uu.se or
Rabbe Hedengren, rabbe.hedengren@uadm.uu.se
Research Leadership Program (Forskning och Ledarskap)
November 2018 - June 2019

The program is aimed at leaders for major research environments and/or strategically important research areas at Uppsala University. The participants in this program are appointed by the Vice Chancellor after a nomination process and receive a personal invitation from the Vice Chancellor. Academic leadership and the creative research environment is the focus of the program and the program aims at providing knowledge and skills for the participants to guide themselves, individuals and groups in a changing and dynamic research environment, as well as contributing to new networks.

For more information about the program, contact Carin Eriksson Lindvall carin.eriksson-lindvall@uadm.uu.se
Career Center
The Career Center offers individual coaching and peer tutorial for researchers and leaders in academia.
For more information see [https://mp.uu.se/web/info/anstallning/kompetensutveckling/karriar](https://mp.uu.se/web/info/anstallning/kompetensutveckling/karriar)

Group development / facilitator and consultancy support
The Unit Career and Leadership in Academia offers facilitator and consultancy support in major meetings covering topics such as organisation development, goals and strategies. Consultative support is also offered to individual leaders in the academy.

Contact Carin Eriksson Lindvall in good time for more information! [carin.eriksson-lindvall@uadm.uu.se](mailto:carin.eriksson-lindvall@uadm.uu.se)